*Note: AGU – Wireless has a limited access to the Internet, so some social media / sites such as Facebook, Skype, Whatsapp and YouTube, the students will not be able to connect to them.
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Step 1: In your device go to "Settings" , select Wireless & Networks > Wi-Fi.

The list of all the available Wi-Fi networks will open:

Step 2: Tap on the " AGU-Wireless " to connect , then press long on AGU-Wireless , and the context menu will appear.

Step 3: Select " show advanced options ".

Step 4: Scroll down the page to the proxy setting, select "Manual".
In the proxy host name enter: 172.16.20.24
In the proxy port enter: 8080

*Note: Use Your Username and password provided to you by AGU

Step 4: Exit the Setting and go to the browser and Enjoy Surfing the Net.

Note: